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1.

INTRODUCTION

Environmental Due Diligence
•

Business transactions
environmental risk.

•

The key is to identify (all of) the potential risks and collect
sufficient information about them.

involve

some

level

of
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Importance Of
Environmental Due Diligence
•

Investors’ confidence.

•

Determining the true value of a property.

•

Human health and environmental impacts.

•

Liability.
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2.

ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

The Key Pieces of
Environmental Legislation
•

Environmental law originates mainly from EU law (Art. 11,
191-193 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union – Art. 3
Treaty on European Union).

•

The main environmental law regimes are:
• Environmental Permitting Regime, combining the pollution
prevention and control regime and certain aspects of waste
management licensing.
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2.

ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

The Key Pieces of
Environmental Legislation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soil, soil pollution and contaminated soil;
Air;
Noise;
Water;
Waste;
Conservation of nature, wildlife and habitats;
Environmental impact assessments;
Energy;
(Toxic) chemicals;
Health.
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2.

ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

General EU Environnemental Organisations and Agencies
General EU Environnemental Provisions
• The EU’s environment agency - environmental information and • Transversal policy objectives
• Sustainable Consumption, Production and Industry Action
monitoring
Plan
• Ecolabel
• European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) — how the EU regulates
•
Environmental
monitoring
chemicals
• The EU’s infrastructure for spatial information (Inspire)
• European Pollutant Release and Transfer Register (PRTR)
• EU scientific committees on consumer safety (SCCS) & on
• Marine knowledge 2020
health, environmental and emerging risks (SCHEER)
• Environmental management
• The Arctic region — new EU policy agenda
• General Obligations
• The polluter-pays principle and environmental liability
• The precautionary principle
• Assessment of the effects of plans and programmes on
the environment
• Environmental inspections : minimum criteria
• EU environmental impact assessment rules
• Management instruments
• Better environmental performance: European ecomanagement and audit scheme (EMAS)
• Integration of environmental aspects into European
standardisation
• Financial instruments
• The operational priorities of the European Investment
Bank
• Application and control of community environmental law
• Public access to environmental information
• Access to information, public participation and access to
justice in environmental matters
• Environmental information – public access (Aarhus
10
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2.

ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Regulatory Authorities
•
•
•

Regions
Flemish Region
Brussels-Capital
Walloon Region

The main part of the environmental policy is
assigned to them. This notably refers to
policy relating to the following areas:
 land-use planning,
 protection and conservation of nature,
 protection of soil, water and air and
noise control,
 waste policy,
 production and supply of water,
 control of industrial activities.

Federal State

The Federal Authority exercises its power in
the following domains:






product standards,
protection against ionising radiation,
import, export and transit of nonnative plant and animal species and
their remains,
protection of the marine environment,
coordination
of
international
environmental policy.
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2.

ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Regulatory Authorities
Flemish Region
Flemish Waste Agency Main
activities. (Openbare Vlaamse
Afvalmaatschappij) (OVAM)

Brussels-Capital
Brussels Institute for
Environmental Management
Main activities (Bruxelles
environnement/Leefmilieu
Brussel).

Walloon Region
Environmental Department of
the Walloon Public
Services Main activities.
(Service Public de
Wallonie - Direction
générale opérationnelle
Agriculture, Ressources
naturelles et
environnement)

Department of Environment,
Nature and Energy of the
Flemish Ministry for
Environment, Nature and
Energy Main activities.
(Departement Leefmilieu,
Natuur en Energie van de
Vlaamse overheid)

Flemish Land Agency (Vlaamse
Landmaatschappij - Mestbank)
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2.

ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Enforcement
•

National or federal enforcement

•

Local municipalities enforcement
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2.

ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Enforcement
•

Most breaches of environmental law can lead to:
•

Criminal sanctions : imprisonment and criminal fines;

•

Administrative sanctions : administrative fines or an
order to stop the operation of the relevant activity or
equipment until the breach has been rectified;

•

Repealing or suspending permits;

•

Liability to clean-up.
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3
Commercial Transactions
(Asset and Share Sales)
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3.

COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS

•

•

Extent or scope of due diligence depends on:
•

The nature of the target’s activities or the business or
asset to be acquired;

•

The parties’ attitudes to and understanding of
environmental risk and any time constraints on the
transaction meaning that extensive investigations are
not possible and;

•

The Nature of the sale.

Technical due diligence by technical environmental
consultants.
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3.

COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS

•

The areas usually covered by environmental due diligence
include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Soil and water
Asbestos
Dangerous substances
Waste
Environmental
permits
and
authorisations
Health and safety compliance

other

similar
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3.

COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS

•

•

Compliance with environmental regulation and any
threat of enforcement measures by competent
authorities and
Fines, notifications or complaints made or
threatened (either on behalf of, or against, the
target)
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3.

COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS

Disclosure
Asset Sale

Share Sale

Regions have a transfer of land regime:
•

A transferor must provide information •
on the state of the soil and
groundwater, but also must require soil
surveys and, post-bond, completion of
remedial actions.

•

Limits the risk of buyers becoming
responsible for the clean-up of pollution
that they did not cause or are not aware
of.

In principle, a mere transfer of shares
will not trigger any information or cleanup obligations in the three regions.
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3.

COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS

Liability : Pre-acquisition
Asset Sale

Share Sale

•

Civil law protection.

•

Common to perform due diligence and to provide appropriate contractual wording to
cover any possible liability.
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3.

COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS

Liability : After Acquisition
Asset Sale

•

Share Sale

Environmental liability, unless the liability is contractually excluded or passed on to the
buyer of the assets.
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3.

COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS
Asset sale

Share sale

France

An asset sale including an “installation classée
pour la protection de l'environnement” (ICPE)
does not automatically entail a transfer of
environmental liability.

Since the operator does not change in a share
sale including an ICPE, the seller does not
retain environmental liability, but is liable for
any contractual warranties related to
environmental issues made to the buyer in
The seller remains subject to remediation the share purchase agreement.
obligations resulting exclusively from his
activities.

Germany

The seller can remain liable after the sale. For
example, if the seller caused contamination on
a property that it is selling, it continues to be
potentially liable under the contaminated land
regime after the sale, even if the buyer agrees
to bear the risk of contaminated land liabilities
(when it is advisable for the seller to obtain an
indemnity for this from the buyer).

Hong Kong

A seller does not generally retain liability for A company that has caused pollution remains
environmental damage. This is normally directly liable for the environmental
passed on to the buyer, as it is difficult to damage.
prove that environmental damage occurred
before the transfer of the asset.

Liabilities incurred by the target pre-sale (or
post-sale but relating to acts or omissions
pre-sale) remain with the target post-sale.
The seller should, therefore, not be at risk of
retaining any environmental liabilities postsale. There is a small risk that if the seller had
sufficiently direct involvement in the target's
activities during the time he owned the
target's shares, he could incur liabilities postacquisition (that is, the corporate veil could
be lifted, exposing shareholders to potential
liability).
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3.

COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS

Warranties and Indemnities
Asset Sale

Share Sale

•

Depends on the type of business and relevant findings during the environmental due
diligence process.

•

Can cover a wide range of issues.

•

Usually limited in time. They can also be subject to a maximum cap that limits the
seller's liability.
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4
Insurance
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4.

INSURANCE

Types of Insurance and Risk
•

Depends on the type of risks companies wish to cover :
•

Incidental environmental damages.

•

Clean-up costs related to soil or groundwater
pollution.

•

Environmental liability to third parties.
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4.

INSURANCE

Obtaining Insurance
•

Subscribing is not compulsory.

•

The environmental insurance market is evolving.
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Reporting
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Environmental Due Diligence in
France

Stéphane MUGUET, Head of Soil and EHS Department, Associate
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1. Chapitre 1

Short presentation of Almadius

Who are we
Engineering and consultant
–Indépendant
–Created in 2008 ~ 1.800 k€/an
–13 persons + external experts

Almadius

(Belgium + export)

Almadius France (Mulhouse, Lille)
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2. Chapitre 1

Short presentation of Almadius

Services
Health – Safety – Environment
Soil and groundwater
Water and wastewater
Solid wastes
Energy and geothermy
Infrastructures
Buildings and civil works
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2
Due Diligence Process
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1. Chapitre 2

Due diligence process

Objectives
 Identification of deal breakers
 Identification of acquisition cost reductions
 Identification of business risks
(growth potential, major costs,
poor relationships with stakeholder)
 Understanding of future liabilities
- Responsibilities and costs
- Legal sanctions
- Futur commitments
- FLEXIBLE, RELIABLE AND FAST
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2. Chapitre 2

Due diligence process

Covered topics
- General site and operations description -> Site
vulnerability
- Site history and surrounding properties;
- Polluted soil (known, spills, historical accidents);
- Waste and chemical storage;
- Waste collection and elimination;
- Stormwater management;
- Air and wastewater emissions;
- Noise emissions;
- UST / AST;
- Hazardous materials (Asbestos, PCB, CFC, Lead);
- Climate and Energy;
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3. Chapitre 2

Due diligence process

Covered topics
 Health & safety
 Regulatory aspects

Footage (Loi Carrez)
Lead (01/1949 – check painting)
Asbestos (<07/1997)
Energy performance
Gas (>15yrs)
Electricity
Termites and dry rots fungus
(upon location)
Natural risks (seismic, flooding)
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4. Chapitre 2

Due diligence process

Environmental DD process
 Documentation and record review, publicly available
database and historical evaluation – dataroom
 Site visit and interviews (former practice, layout, accident)
 Risk assessment and evaluation of the environmental
liabilities
Risk profile
- Trigger amount
- Min – max method
- Monte Carlo simulation

 Site specific/client specific acquisition audits
 Post-acquisition audits – closing audits
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5. Chapitre 2

Due diligence process

Publicity available database
 Basol: Contaminated Land Database
 Basias: Classified installation database. GIS under
construction (Loi Allur)
 Infoterre, georisques and geoportail: geology,
environmental risks and natural reserve
 New: Loi Allur: SIS (Secteur Information Sol)

- IPPC and SUP not included
- Urban local plan should include the site where a
soil pollution should be performed
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6. Chapitre 2

Due diligence process

Importance of historical
studies
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1. Chapitre 2

Due Diligence Process

Importance of historical
studies
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7. Chapitre 2

Due diligence process

Importance of
documentation review and
site visit
 DOC REVIEW

- Lack / modification of permit
- Major non compliance (site discharges or site pollution)
- Use of forbidden products

 SITE VISIT & interviews
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3
Contaminated sites
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8. Chapitre 3

Contaminated sites

Legislative framework
 No specific regulation

- Environmental code (L511-1 and followings)

When an operator ceases its activities, it has an obligation to return the site to the state
according to the polluter - pays principle.
Plant operators are classified obliged since 2011 to provide financial guarantees to help cover
the costs of rehabilitation after closure of the establishment

- The Act of 30 July 2003

provides that the rehabilitation of the polluted site is determined by the future land use
(industrial, residential ... ) and not by the level of pollution in soil.

- Different circular notes on S&GW pollution (2007 and 2017) and Norm NFX 31-620
- Waste regulation (L541)
- Civil code (1384).

One is responsible not only for the damage he causes by his own making, but also for that
which is caused by the people whom he is responsible, or things that are under his
responsibility.
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9. Chapitre 3

Contaminated sites

Owner obligations
 All available environmental information including potential soil pollution risks (IPPC, SUP) should be
provided to the buyer (Env code L125-7)
 SIS (potential polluted site) sites should be mentioned to the buyer
 (Art. L514-20) The operator of an IPPC installation (A and E) has the obligation to inform by writing
the buyer:
of the parcels concerned by the operation of classified installation
of the handling and storage of chemicals
of the risks of soil pollution.
 No Need of a soil and groundwater investigations unless
- Environmental accident
- Cessation of a classified installation (restoration of the initial situation – does not
mean yet investigations and remediation. The initial situation is indicated in the permit or subject
to discussion with the authorities)
- Future construction permit (SIS)
For sites that do not fall under the scope of classified installations, there is no specific
administrative policy for the management of potential risks.
However, the owner of a site remains, for the civil law, liable for damages that the site may
cause to others.
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10. Chapitre 3

Contamianted sites

Buyer obligations –
Summary per type of
operation
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2. Chapitre 3

Contaminated sites

Liabilities / Obligations
Operator

Parent
Company

• The new operator of an IPPC takes liabilities (private agreement not enforced for the
authorities)
• If pollution due to another cause than IPPC (waste for exemple), the owner of the fault)
• Contracted operator (Cour administrative d’appel de Bordeaux le 3 juin 2014)
• Loi Allur: substitution of responsibilities (brownfield funds)
• Parent Company
• Legal representative Company

• The owner, in this sole quality, cannot be imposed a site remediation (Wattelez case of
21/02/1997), however, he may be responsible, under certain conditions, under the waste
Land Owner
regulations (Case 2 Wattelez 26/07/2011)
Federal
Government
• For this reason, financial guarantee are requested to operator of specific classified installation.
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3. Chapitre 3

Contaminated sites

Buyer obligations
In case of change of operator

 (Art R512-68) When a classified installation changes operator, the
new operator will inform the Préfet within a month following the
take-over of the operations.
This information mentions if it concerns a physical person, the name,
and address of the new operator and if it concerns a company, his
denomination or social reason, its juridical form, address of social
headquarters, as well as the function of the signer of the declaration.
No soil and groundwater investigations are required, unless
specifically requested by the Prefect or in the operating order.
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4. Chapitre 3

Contaminated sites

Triggers for investigations
In case of cessation of activities

 (Art. R512-74). The operator has the obligation to provide the
Prefecture at least 3 months in advance with a closing plan including
remediation measures. Remediation measures includes as a
minimum:
- Elimination of hazardous materials and waste
- Access restriction
- Elimination of fire and explosion risks
- Monitoring of the impacts of the installation on the environment.
- Depending on type of activities, the Prefect may or not request a
soil and groundwater investigation

If site presents a risk to the environment, site remediation will be
forced by a Prefectural Order. Site remediation will have to allow a
future usage of the site2. Monitoring measures may be requested.
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5. Chapitre 3

Contaminated sites

Triggers for investigations
In case of environmental accidents

In case of an accident or incident in a classified installation
- The operator of the facility is required to report the accident to
the Prefecture (Art R512-69) together with its causes and
effects on health and environment, as well as measures taken
to avoid further accident and limit the effects;
- The prefect can order the remediation (Art. L.512-20)
There is however a lack of definition of the concepts of accident.
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6. Chapitre 3

Contaminated sites

Triggers for investigations
In case of new activities involving hazardous or
chemicals products,

 (Circular of 8 Feb. 2007). The operating order determines the
conditions that the site will have to meet at the end of its
operations. The operator establishes a baseline soil quality report
that will be compared to the report delivered at closure of a
classified activity (Art L515-30 environment code)

In case of operating modification

 The realisation of a baseline soil and groundwater investigation is
requested, in the event of an IPPC subject to financial guarantees,
for each "significant change" in its operating conditions (Article L.
512-18).
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7. Chapitre 3

Contaminated sites

Triggers for investigations
Voluntary:

 Evaluate the presence of a pollution and the risks related to a
pollution:
- Deal breaker ?
- Immediate risks ? Future remediation needs ? Future
monitorings ?
- Compatibility of usage
- Less-value (future works, expansion, sell, SUP)
- Avoid future liabilities and/or claims (neighborhood, employees,
state)
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9. Chapitre 3

Contaminated sites

French methodology






Conceptual site model
S&GW investigations
Delineation and risks assessment
Management plan or IEM
Potential Prefectural order – monitoring, remediation,
RRA..
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8. Chapitre 3

Contaminated sites

French methodology
 Absence of norms: all remediations are risk based
- Comparison against initial situation / background values /
regulated values (air/water)
- Risk assesment (EQRS)
- Mngt Plan (Plan de gestion): when situation allows a change of
usage
- IEM: verify the compatibility of the site compared to current
usage and environment

Major difficulties during acquisition as the requirements and costs of a
remediation will depend
- Cessation of a classified operation
- Local background and site specific vulnerability
- Futur site usage (buyer specific)
- Depend of competences of local authorities
Not a fast process (no threshold value for example) – use of values from
waste landfill acceptation criteria / drinking water / VTR
Overestimation of the real risks
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Environmental due
diligence - conclusions
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1. Chapitre 4

Environmental due diligence - conclusions

Conclusions
 Typical costs

- Phase I ESA: 4 to 8k€
- Phase II and RA : 20 - > 100k€
- Site remediation: 50k€ - > 10 M€

Important to assess the risks and evaluate the potential future costs. Don’t
forget the potential less-value related to soil pollution in place or usage
restrictions.
No threshold value, no specific requirements during the acquisition does
not mean no future costs:
- What is your business plan ? Cessation, extension, continuity
- Will I be able to demonstrate I’m not the polluter
- Any future triggering environmental event (plume migrating offsite…)
- What if attitude
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2. Chapitre 4

Environmental due diligence - conclusions

How to protect yourself ?
 Liability guarantees clauses
-

-

Duration (required otherwise under condition of nullity + not too long
othewise the seller may disappear: liabilities stored in a new company
that went bankrupt)
Maximal compensation
Shared liabilities for unknown conditions with an agreed period for
identification
No budget but obligation of results (remediation done by the former
owner within x year)

 Acquisition price
-

No comparison ! Site specific
Probabilistic approach: multiple scenarios, costs and range of
percentage of occurance
MIN – MAX amount or Most likely scenario
Real costs within x years
Less values
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Soil contamination vs SME transfer

Didier JACQUES, Managing Partner

Universoil’s assets







15 years existence, 20 years experience & know-how
30 persons involved + 3 sampling teams– full equiped to drill
manually or mechanicaly  flexibility, reactivity

Lot of references in the
3 regions of Belgium
 experience
Pragmatical and cost
effective approach

Legal aspects








23/06/2017 Ordinance modifying some dispositions of the former
Ordinance related to the management and sanitation of polluted soils dd.
05/03/2009 (register of potentially contaminated soil, soil attest per
cadastrial parcel, Brusoil website) (ex. Gas station 1999, 1st Soil Ordinance
in 2004)
05/12/2008: Decree related to the management of soils (register of
potentially contaminated soil (not yet official), map of background
concentration, soil certificate per cadastrial parcel) (ex. Gas station 1999,
1st Soil Ordinance in 2004), applicable since 01/01/2013
01/03/2018 (M.B. 22/03/2018): decree related to the management and
sanitation of polluted soils --> applicable from 01/01/2019
22/02/1995: decree related to the remediation of contaminated soils
(register of potentially contaminated soil, soil attest per cadastrial parcel)
(4-5x modified)

Legal aspects
• Are or were risk activities running on the site ?  preliminary study
is very important.
• YES  soil investigation to be performed
• NO  STOP but pay attention (civil works)

Soil register
 Site is registered in category 0 (http://geoportal.ibgebim.be/webgis/inventaire_sol)

Categories in the register
Risk activities (RA)

Category 0
Soil investigation

Concentration
Category 1

Category 2

NA
Sanitation
standard

Category 3

NI, Intervention
standard
Polluted but NO risk

a)
b)
c)

Category 4
To be remediated
Remediation is on going
Monitoring is on going

Risk to manage

When ? By who ?

(art. 13)

Generating event

Holder of the obligation

Sale, merge, transfer

Owner

Stop a RA, transfer of permit related to a RA, extension of
permit related to a RA (if no specific measures have been taken or if you

Site operator

cannot prove you protect the soil)

Ask for a Environmental permit (start of a new RA) or a permit
to build (> 20 m²) where excavation is required or if the
planned works will obstruct the conduction of a soil
investigation at the place you build)

The person who ask a new environmental of buiding
permit
(you may ask not to do it but the Government will
presume the soil is clean before you start …. Risk to
find an old pollution when you will be obliged to drill
when you stop this RA over 10 of 15 years)

Accidental discovery of contamination during excavation
works prior to a construction

1° contractor in charge of the works
2° the owner of the site who pays for these works

Accident

1° the person who caused the pollution
2° site operator
3° owner of the site

Bankrupt of a company running RA

Curator

Transfer of site or permit
Case study 1:



Soil investigation performed by a new site operator on a land that isn’t its property
(start of a RA). If there is contamination detected, the following study will be held by
the owner of the site.

Cas study 2:
Site can be sold prior to a remediation if the 3 following conditions are encountered





A first soil investigation has been performed and is conform declared by the
Government
The responsible for the soil procedure has commited himself to remediate the
contamination within a planning approved by the Government (possibility to transfer
these obligations to the new owner)
A financial warranty has been constituted and can be used by the government if the
procedure doesn’t go ahead as mentioned (worst case scenario (expensive)  better
to wait until the investigations (deleniation and risk assessment) are finished)

Soil register
Geoloket

Soil register
Webloket

When ? Who ?
Generating event

Holder of the obligations

Sale, merge, transfer

Owner

Stop a RA

Site operator

Ask for a Environmental permit or a permit to
build

The person who asked for the permit
! As in Brussel, if you decide not to perform a soil
investigation, the site is supposed to be clean
! soil investigation is needed when you excavate soil from
the first m³ on a site where RA are/were running or on
other type site as the excavation planned is >250 m³. the
objectif is to define the quality of the excavated soil

Accidental discovery of contamination during
excavation works prior to a construction

The client
If this polluted soil has to be excavated : take contact with
a soil expert
If no excavation is planned: -

Accident

Site operator

Bankrupt

Curator

Periodicaly

Site operator (every 10 or 20 years in function of the type
RA)

Transfer of site or permit
Case study 3
The owner of the site wants to sell and performs a soil investigation. The contamination
is due to the site operator. The site can be sold because the obligation are for the site
operator.
Cas pratique 4: exemption
If the owner or the site operator can prove the contamination was caused before the
date he became owner/operator, he wasn’t aware and shouldn’t be aware of the
contamination when he bought the site or when he started his activities, and he didn’t
cause the pollution (of course), the flemisch Government can remediate the site himself
 exemption for the owner or site operator
Cas pratique 5
The remediation can be taken by a third party as far as the extension and risk linked to
the contamination are known (2nd soil investigation has been performed and approved
 not a worst case but realistic case) and a financial warranty has been placed

Soil register
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Soil register
Register accessible on the website : also 3 categories of information (not related to
concentration measured on the site)
Category 1: informations not related to the decree’s obligation: permit, authorization, PV in
case of violation of the law, still polluted site after remediation have been performed on a
another legislation than the existing soil decree, etc,

Category 2: soil investigation related to the soil decree: EO, EC, Eco, Remediation project,
Final Evaluation, etc
Category 3: other informations that are not sufficient to oblige you to perform a soil
investigation in case of generating event
The soil register is a living instrument adapted in function of the incoming data
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When ? By who ? until 31/12/2018
Generating event
Sale, merge, transfer
Stop a RA, transfer of permit related to a RA,
extension of permit related to a RA
Start of a new RA
Ask for a Environmental permit or a permit to build
where excavation is required or if the planned
works will obstruct the conduction of a soil
investigation at the place you build)

Holder of the obligations
Now: no obligation for the seller of a site, article 21
not applicable.
Everyone who wants to perform a soil investigation is
able to do it, the volunteer (art. 19)
The Government can ask to perform a soil investigation
(art.20), for example: if you ask a permit to build on a
potentially contaminated land (art. 64)
 danger for the buyer!

Accidental discovery of contamination during
excavation works prior to a construction

The person who asked for the permit to build

Accident

To be defined by the Government (art. 20)

Bankrupt of a company running RA

Now: the volunteer (art. 19)

Periodically for certain RA (decision of the
Government)

Site operator directive IED (Industrial Emission
Directive)

When ? By who ? from 01/01/2019
Generating event

Holder of the obligations

Sale, merge, transfer of permit related to a RA

Notarial act - contract

Stop a RA, renewing or extension of permit

Site operator

Start of a new RA

Site operator

Ask for a Environmental permit or a permit to build
where excavation is required or if the planned
works will obstruct the conduction of a soil
investigation at the place you build) or if there is a
change of land use (more constraining: industrial
 habitat area) (art.23)

The person who asked for the permit

Accidental discovery of contamination during
excavation works prior to a construction

The Government decides who will perform the soil
investigation (art. 26)

Accident (art. 25)

The person who caused the accident

Bankrupt of a company running RA (art. 20 & 24)

the curator

Periodically for certain RA (decision of the
Government)

Site operator directive IED (Industrial Emission
Directive)

Soil certificate
Important document in case of transfer, sale, permit  notary
1 cadastrial parcel = 1 soil certificate
Cost : about 30 to 50€/document  to put in a fund that will be used to clean
up orphan pollution or help people cleaning up polluted sites
• Adres, cadastrial situation of the parcel, surface
• Type of pollution (historical/orphan – new – mixed)
• Security measures (acces forbidden, barrier, no crop of vegetables, no use
of groundwater, protection on the top surface (for example concrete)
• Type of use authorized
• Maximum concentration that is tolerable on the parcel or on a piece of the
parcel (only in Wallonia where you can define different zone and different
type of use)
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Obligation
Knowledge of a contaminated site: this information has to be transferd /
mentioned to the Government by the person who asked for the soil
investigation

The soil expert is not obliged to tell the Government about the contamination
but to tell you what you have to
Who ? volunteer > damaging party > site operator> owner, emphyteusis,
superficiary, usufructuary or lessee
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Period of validity
Soil investigation
RBC

RW

RF

1 year if there is still an RA on the site
(WARNING: a not empty tank is still a
RA  think about the removal of all
the waste)

Soil certificate or extract from the soil
register
6 months

Unlimited if no RA anymore
Now: 2 years if the is still an RA on the Unlimited if no new information or
site generating event
10 years if no new information that
could change the environmental
situation
Idem Brussels region Same as the validity of the soil investigation

1st Soil investigation



First soil investigation, minimum 2 steps:

A. Administrative (history, permit, construction, etc)
B. Technical (drilling, analyses, reporting)
Goals :
1.Is there contamination on the site YES / NO ?
2.Determine the type of pollution
unique vs mixed or orphan – linked to the actual site operator!

historical vs new – linked to a date 30/04/2007
historical vs new – linked to a date 29/10/1995
3. Determine who is responsible for the soil procedure
4. Stop the procedure as soon as you can

Site visit
Storage tanks

Bad idea …
trouer l’encuvement!

Strategy
Gasoil storage tank = Risk activity if
Wallonia: >25.000 l
Flanders: > 20.000 l
Brussels: > 10.000 l

Field works
Mechanical drilling

(>8m)

Field works
Sampling, soil & groundwater description

Remediation goals
pollution
concentration
Category 1

Category 2

Category 3
No risk

NI

NA

Category 4 (a, b, c)
Risk !
Remediation required

No R = f(Source, Target, Exposition/transfer)
Risk based managment

Orphan
& mixed
& unique
<01/01/1993

Goal
BATNEEC + risk based managment
Best available techologies not entailing excessive costs

Unique
>01/01/1993

Remediation goals
pollution
concentration

VR=f(CF)

80% VS=f(CF)

VI

VP, no risk

Mainly caused before
or after 30/04/2007?

Risk based managment

Historical
mixte

Goal

New
Goal = 80% VS
BATNEEC + security measures

Remediation goals
pollution
Concentration

80%BSN

RW

BSN

No Risk= f(Source, Target, Exposition/transfer)
Risk based mangament

Historical
<29/10/1995

Goal
BATNEEC + risk based managment

New
Best available techologies not entailing excessive costs(>29/10/1995)
Meilleures Techniques Disponibles

Case study : Arsenic

Pollution habitat use (mg/kg)
Category 1

NA=35
VR=12
RW= 35

Category 2

NI=103

Category 3

VS=40
80% BSN= 82

Category 4

VI= 300
BSN=103

Procedure – financial aspects – timing
Step
Generating event
First investigation (pollution Yes/No)
Answer

Costs (€)

Timing

2.000 à 12.000
-/-

Second investigation (delineation)
Answer

5.000 à 100.000
-/-

ER/-/- (Risk analysis)
Answer

2.000 à 20.000/-/-

1,5 month
1month(+1month)/1
month/2month
2 à 12 month
1month(+1month)/2
month/2months
1 à 4 month
1month(+1month)/-/-

Remediation project

3.000 à 10.000

2 month

Answer
*If no answer the remediation project is refused

2 month (+1month)/1+ 4
month */3 month

Premiums




Soil investigations and remediation (Impuls Brussels)
• Orphan contamination only
• ~3.000/3.500 €/soil investigation , ~30.000 €/remediation works paied by
the Brussel’s Environmental Agency
Consultancy (Impuls Brussels)
• Specific conditions (stay 5 years in Brussels, SME, etc)
• 50% of the costs (maximum 15.000€/year)

•

•
•

Government should allow money for the investigations (max. 100.000€
spread on 3 years) (Art.76). Currently: there is no money !

No premiums for soil investigations
Co-financing up to 35 à 50% of the remediation costs with a max. of
200.000e spread on 3 years only for historical contamination, site bought
before 01/06/2008, owner has to remediate, he pays first and get the
money back (pre-financing)

Thank you for your attention

Didier JACQUES, didier.jacques@universoil.be, +32 486 56 46 18

Soil contamination vs SME transfer

Patrick CHARBONNIER, Technical Director
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Agenda
Luxcontrol at a glance
Soil Principles
A few EU statistics
Lifecycle of an industrial site
Transfer of site’s ownership

Legal aspects
Law and regulation
Risks assessment
Methodological tools
Conceptual model
Management master plan

Let us build a
safer world.
Quality, Hygiene, Health and
Safety, Environment …

Global Procedure
Definitions
Decision making process
Liabiliites
Methodological steps

Main outcome
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What we do!

Luxcontrol at a glance
Soil Principles
A few EU statistics
Lifecycle of an industrial site
Transfer of site’s ownership

Legal aspects
Law and regulation
Risks assessment
Methodological tools
Conceptual model
Management master plan

Control and Certify
safety and quality in
the non-food and the
food sector

Consult and Train on
safety/quality issues,
legal requirements
and Management
Systems

Assist companies
in mandatory
procedures like
operating permits
and conformity to
legal requirements

Global Procedure
Definitions
Decision making process
Liabiliites
Methodological steps

Main outcome

We ensure the high quality of our inspection services with strong
principles and corresponding standards as neutrality, thoroughness and
objectivity
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Activities and services
1

Industrial services on Construction,
Building and Industry

2

Services for the protection of the
environment

3

Chemical analysis

4

Consulting and Assistance

5

Certification of Management Systems

6

Training

7

Food hygiene and safety

8

Automotive Homologation
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Industrial services
SAFETY INSPECTIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION AND TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT

ASBESTOS
Audit
Surveillance of asbestos removal on
reconstruction sites
Sampling, fiber identification and fiber counting
Disposal oversight
Optical microscopy
Scanning and analysis by electronic microscopy
(EDX)

Global Procedure
Definitions
Decision making process
Liabiliites
Methodological steps

Main outcome
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Services for the protection of the environment
Luxcontrol at a glance
Soil Principles
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Methodological tools
Conceptual model
Management master plan

Global Procedure
Definitions
Decision making process
Liabiliites
Methodological steps

TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

SOILS
Impact studies for operating permit procedure
Diagnosis of potentially polluted sites
Simplified risk assessment
Drilling, sampling and analysis

Geological and Hydro geological investigation
Land acquisition audits, due diligences,
Design of clean-up operations
Monitoring, auditing and certification of clean-up
operations
Site certification

Main outcome
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Chemical analysis

Luxcontrol at a glance
Soil Principles
A few EU statistics
Lifecycle of an industrial site
Transfer of site’s ownership

Legal aspects
Law and regulation
Risks assessment
Methodological tools
Conceptual model
Management master plan

Global Procedure

ANALYSIS ON ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS
Analysis of all chemical parameters in
relationship with air, water, soil, dust, fibers,
waste, sludge and compost

GUIDANCE AND ASSISTANCE IN ANALYTICAL
CHEMISTRY
Development and validation of analytical
methods
Research projects cofinanced by the European
Commission

Definitions
Decision making process
Liabiliites
Methodological steps

Main outcome
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Consulting and Assistance
Luxcontrol at a glance
Soil Principles
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Transfer of site’s ownership

Legal aspects
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Conceptual model
Management master plan

ASSISTANCE IN APPLICATION FOR THE
OPERATING
PERMIT
(FOLLOWING THE PROVISION ACT COMMODO/INCOMMODO)
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Decision making process
Liabiliites
Methodological steps

Main outcome
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Definitions
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Soil Degradation continues in the EU:
–Soil Sealing : loss of 1.000 km2 per year
(+3% per year, +14-15% in Ireland, Greece or Spain)
–Soil erosion: 1.3 million km² affected.
Almost 20% of these are subjected to a soil loss in excess of
10 t/ha/y
– Local Soil contamination: difficult to quantify the full extent
EEA estimation / 3,5 million potentially contaminated sites in
the EU, of which 250,000 would be actually contaminated.

Main outcome
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2016
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Life cycle of an industrial site : soil concerns ?
Luxcontrol at a glance
Soil Principles
A few EU statistics
Lifecycle of an industrial site
Transfer of site’s ownership

Exploitation

Legal aspects
Law and regulation
Risks assessment
Methodological tools
Conceptual model
Management master plan

Closure or Transfer

Building

Global Procedure
Definitions
Decision making process
Liabiliites
Methodological steps

Main outcome
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Transfer of site’s ownership
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Legal aspects
Law and regulation
Risks assessment
Methodological tools
Conceptual model
Management master plan

Former exploitant

Exploitation

(could be the owner)

Building

Global Procedure
Definitions
Decision making process
Liabiliites
Methodological steps

Main outcome

Ownership transfer

2025
2020
2018

New owner
New exploitant
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Law and regulation at EU level
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Law and regulation at EU level
The Soil Protection Strategy
4 pillars:
–(1) framework legislation with protection and sustainable use of soil as its principal aim;
•Soil Protection Directive – not in force yet
–(2) integration of soil protection into other policies
•Environmental Liability Directive – Implementation phase
•Revision of Sewage Sludge Directive, IPPC / IED Directive, Waste Framework Directive
•INSPIRE / format for environmental reporting
•Soil Provisions in the Renewable Energies Directive
•Roadmap on Resource Efficiency
•Biodiversity, Climate Change, Rural development Plans, etc.
–(3) closing the recognised knowledge gap by Community and national research programmes;
–(4) increasing public awareness of the need to protect soil

Main outcome
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Law and regulation at EU level
Industrial Emissions Directive (IPPC recast) (new since 2013)
New industrial activities covered
(20-50 MW combustion plants, wood production, …)
•Revision of emission limits
•Transitional national plans for large combustion plans
•To receive a permit, installations covered by IPPC rules must apply “Best
Available Techniques” (BATs) to optimise their all-round environmental
performance.
•Baseline report for all sites where activity involves use, production or
release of relevant hazardous substances and having regard to the
possibility of soil and groundwater contamination
•Emissions to air, soil or water, as well as noise and safety are all
considered
•New Site closure and remediation procedures
•Better administrative control / integration
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Law and regulation at EU level

Article 12 / Baseline report
where activity involves use, production or release of relevant hazardous
substances and having regard to the possibility of soil and groundwater
contamination
before starting operation of an installation or before a permit of installation is
updated for the first time
available existing information on soil and groundwater measurements or
new soil and groundwater measurements
EC established guidance on the content (AMEC report)

Main outcome
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Law and regulation at EU level
Article 16 / Monitoring
Periodic monitoring
–periodic monitoring not for all installations, for dangerous substances
likely to be found …
–Frequency of at least every 5 years (GW), 10 years (soils)
Monitoring of soil and groundwater and BREF-documents
–How to tackle monitoring of soil and groundwater and remediation of the
site in BREF-documents?
–Substantial incremental?
Monitoring of IPPC plant integrity

Main outcome
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Law and regulation at EU level
Article 22 – Site closure Installations with Baseline Report
-upon definite cessation, state of soil and groundwater contamination
must be assessed
–significant pollution compared to baseline report, measures to clean
the site to state of baseline report
–technical feasibility may be taken in to account
–significant risk to human health or environment as result of permitted
activities carried out before first update of the permit; measures must be
taken so that contamination ceases to pose such a risk
If baseline is not enough, additional measures based on risk approach.

Main outcome
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Law and regulation at EU level
Questions
Duty to clean up at the
end of the activity

A few EU statistics
Lifecycle of an industrial site
Transfer of site’s ownership

Legal aspects

Solutions
countries with obligation in
the law

Countries
Germany, Austria, Belgium
(Wallonie), France, Italie,
Luxembourg, Neitherlands, Poland,
England

no precised in law or
unknown

South Africa, Belgium (Bruxelles,
Flanders), Brazil, Canada, Spain,
Portugal, Tcheck Republic,
Romania, USA
Austria, Belgium (all parts), Italie,
Luxembourg, Neitherlands, Poland,
England
Spain, France (at least new
industrial use)

Clean-up for industrial use all uses
only or for all uses
Predictable use of soils
according to human health
risks assessment (based on
principle of rehabilitation that
fit to actual or future use)

Law and regulation
Risks assessment
Methodological tools
Conceptual model
Management master plan

no precision in legal text or
unknown

South Africa, Brazil, Canada,
Portugal, Tcheck Republic,
Romania, USA

Who shall clean up ?

Polluter pays principle

almost all countries

Duration of the clean-up
duty

illimited duration fixed by law Germany, Italy

Global Procedure
Definitions
Decision making process
Liabiliites
Methodological steps

Main outcome

limited duration fixed by law
duration fixed by local or
regional authorities
no precision in legal text or
unknown

Comments
The duty to clean-up at the end of
activity is not written in national legal
texts, but often recovers from measures
linked to the transfer of activities
from an operator towards another
(within the framework of the
environmental licences).

Countries have different approaches.
The notion of multi-uses in case of soil
treatment is often deducted from the
absence of legal text specifying that a
comparable industrial use is needed. In
draft European soil Directive, health
risks assessment will allow to
define the orientation of the site .
Safety is the first question. Some
countries launched inventories of
polluted sites and the liabilities are to
the last operator and sometimes, the
owners to finance environmental studies
and pollution management to fit the
future use. Some countries have
threshold values (Luxembourg,
Germany) already defined at national
level
last operator (who can have lawsuit to
the previous one), the party that caused
the pollution, the polluter's legal
successor, the owner, shareholders (in
Germany)

France (30 years without any suit
by Officials)
South Africa, Poland
Austria, Belgium (all parts), Brazil,
Canada, Spain, Italy, Luxembourg,
Neitherlands, Portugal, Tcheck
Republic, Romania, England, USA
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Law and regulation at EU level
Different pieces of legislation, with different basic principles (hazards for waste, risks for
soils)
•Need of real integration for more sustainability
–Current work done within Common Forum for providing scientific basis for this policy
development
•Real need for technical work for transposition

• Europa :
– only one project of Directive : principle polluter-pay and Member
states subsidiarity (http://ec.europa.eu/environment/soil/index.ht

• Member State : subsidiarity
• Definition of a polluted soil is not homogeneous
• Approach by comparison of chemicals rates in soils with
threshold values according to usage (industrial or sensitive)
• Approach by environmental risks assessment : site specific
• No quitus for the former industrial in some countries
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Risk assessment

Objective: pollution sources management and
impacts assessment according to the site use
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Lifecycle of an industrial site
Transfer of site’s ownership

Legal aspects
Law and regulation
Risks assessment
Methodological tools
Conceptual model
Management master plan

Global Procedure
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Methodological steps

Main outcome

Steps :
• Firstly, elimination of the source (ex: treatment, removal of spots of high pollution,…)
• Secondly deactivation of transfer pathways,
– contact with pollutants
– Inhalation
– ingestion
• Achievement of a balance sheet Costs / Advantages for every option
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Methodological tools

• Conceptuel model: achievement of a factual balance sheet of
media qualities on the studied site:
– State of the media’s pollution (air(in soil), water, soil)
– Exposure pathways for human beings to the pollutions
(according to the actual or future uses)

• Interpretation of media’s qualities: to make sure that the quality of
media is suitable to already fixed uses.
(generally done off-site, in the surroundings of the industrial site)

• Management master plan : to restore the compatibility between
the media and the future uses for a given project.

Main outcome
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Conceptual model
Industrial site
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Management master plan
Historical
study
Pollution sources
management
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Management master plan

Impacts
management
diagnosis

Documentary
study

Vulnerability
Study

Conceptuel
model

Management options
Technical visit
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Hydro&Geochemical
background

Balance sheet costs- advantages

Main outcome
Management master plan
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Environmental provisions and contingent liabilities
• Definition
– Remediation = all of the operations and clean-up work to
eliminate the pollution arising from its maintenance in its
acceptable condition, as required for its future use,
including:
o
o

Soil, subsoil and free groundwater remediation work
Demolition of all or part of the fixed installations.

• Scope
– This procedure applies to all the companies included within
the scope of the consolidated financial statements.
• Objective
– Identify when environmental risks (= probability X
environmental damage) should give rise to provisions and /
or contingent liability;
– Quantify and report such risks and related liabilities.
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•

Provisions (recognised as a liability in the balance sheet)
–
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•

Environmental provisions are typically set up for remediation
purposes, when there is a past or current environmental damage that
will need to be rectified in the future but that may be uncertain as to the
date or as to the amount that would finally be disbursed. They may
derive from a legal, contractual or constructive obligation.

Contingent liabilities (recognised as a potential future liability in the
off balance sheet)
–

A contingent liability is typically considered when there is a possibility
that the damage has to be rectified in the future but the obligation has
yet to be confirmed.

Main outcome
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Main outcomes
Acting in view of Sustainable Development
• Acquisition of a Site
– All steps of the Procedure need to be applied
• Sale of a site
– Depending of the case, all steps of the
procedure should be applied
• Site in activity
– For new pollution, all steps of the procedure
should preferably be applied
• Site out of activity
– At minimum steps 1 and 2 should be applied
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Thank you for your
attention!
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Thank you very much
For your attention
FOLLOW US ON
•
•

@Transeo_asso
#smetransfersummit

•
•

linkedin.com/groups/5180184
linkedin.com/company/transeo-european-sme-transfer-summit/

